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Top: Painted porcelain beaded tie-band.
Subtly hand-painted porcelain beads sit delicately with
crystal to form a sumptuous multi-layered tie-band with the
main bobbles covered in either Japanese silk or French
satin-ribbon to complement your colours.
The beads come in either soft pink or powder blue.

Front Cover shows: Exquisite pink, Sardinian coral curtain tieback, detailed with delicate tinted rose crystals nestling under a
canopy of hand-wound Japanese silk bobbles, makes this truly a
Spina masterpiece. Also available in red coral. Larger bespoke
pieces available. (All coral is farmed).

Chinoisserie Collection
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Left: Contemporary Plus.
A contemporary medley of stripped goose feathers in a
wide selection of colours forms this very Japanesque style
skirt under bobbles covered in suede and double-satin
ribbon. Wide colour combinations available.
Above: Detail of powder blue porcelain beads.

Left: Cardinal style tie-back.
A large statement piece for the
ultra-decadent window treatment.
Materials include a long, soft
organza and satin ribbon skirt
accentuated by delicately graduated
fine crystal strands in soft
complementary colours with a
choice of finishes in different
twisted ‘fur’ strands.
These bespoke pieces come in a
wide range of colour combinations.

Below left: Pink porcelain key tassel,
detailed with crystal

Below right: Rose ribbon double
tassel tieback. Satin ribbon is
transformed into a wonderful
landscape of rose motifs and
colours to create this delightful
piece.

Chinoisserie Collection
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Top: Venetian chain tie-band. Metal Loops connect this striking piece featuring a Venetian style box-chain in the most
contemporary design. Finishes can be in gold or chrome plate.
Above left: Kyoto Loop key tassel collection. Colours: burgundy, pink, orange, gold, lilac, black, white, aqua, olive.
Above right: Detail – Kyoto Loop key tassel. A simple yet striking key tassel design featuring a smooth metal loop in either gold
or chrome finish with an automatic opening/closing mechanism, detailed with a lead-crystal faceted bead over a chainette fringed
tassel. Used for detailing in the home or even as a personal accessory as a handbag charm. Wide colour combination available.

Bling Collection
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Above: Russian Bling.
Spina’s Russian style tie-back is humorously transformed into a
metalised sculpted piece with its chain-mail band and its long
strands of jewellery style chain. Hand-wound Japanese silk
threads in complementary colours soften its beautiful gleam.
Metal finish comes in either yellow gold or silver.
Right: Contemporary cobra chain.
Fabulously sleek, this tie-back just seems to melt away with is
delicate lustre, of pink and yellow gold finishes. The bobbles are
hand-covered in metalised threads to further accentuate this
ultimately contemporary look.

Bling Collection
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Above: Charm tassel.
A veritable medley of soft and hard materials creates this
uniquely exuberant piece, playfully interpreting the latest
fashion trends with jewellery chain sitting daringly
alongside pearlescent charms, with soft tassels nestling
amidst crystal pearls and golden ornaments. Chain-mail
wraps itself teasingly around French double satin ribbon
and organza, this playful piece is a ‘must-have’ for the
chicly fashion conscious.

Left: Chain key tassels.
Prettiness and exclusivity, these contemporary modern
key tassels can adorn objects as far ranging as an antique
urn to a mirrored dressing table. Silken Japanese threads
cover the bobbles above a scintillating skirt of jewellery
like chains in either silver or yellow gold finish.

Bling Collection
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Above: Polka Dot double tassel tie-back.
A polka dot marquetry design playfully crowns a long
delicate soft organza ribbon skirt, which mirrors back
the design by doubling its size to enhance the detail of
the delicate mahogany wood inserts alongside the
Asiatic ash. A strikingly contemporary yet luxurious
piece, fresh from the Spina atelier.

Right: Marquetry ribbon tie-back.
Using a variety of hard woods to create the intricately
inlaid double-dart pattern, this sophisticated piece sits
well alongside any contemporary or antique furniture. Its
long, soft skirt in organza and ribbon finishes off the
piece beautifully beneath the gleaming varnished
lacquered top.

Marquetry Collection
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Left: Iroko and organza ribbon tie-back. The natural beauty of iroko wood is the main feature of this richly dark piece.
Highlighted by a satin varnish and its complementary deep chocolate organza ribbon fringe, this long tie-back is a chicly elegant
addition to any room setting.
Right: Raffia and birch (outdoor) tie-back. With the modern shapes created by the natural plywood birch bobbles, this long
raffia fringed tie-back is a beautiful piece suited to even the outdoor marquee or patio area. Uniquely modern in concept, the
unusual medley of materials really inspires additional uses for these long and striking double tassels.

Marquetry Collection
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Top: Pearl and crystal footstool by Spina.
Supremely elegant in buttoned, white
Alcantara suede, fringed with a truly
sumptuous pearl and crystal skirt overlain
on double satin ribbon, hand-made fringe.
(Wide colour combination available.)
Left: Footstool detail. Exclusively hand
made, with every centimetre of this
stunning fringe carefully put together at the
Spina studio, hand beaded pearl crystals,
double-satin ribbon playfully come together
for a truly divinely decadent look. Wide
variety of colour combinations and different
designs can be commissioned.

Jewels for the Home – Footstools and Fringing
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Top left: Pink pouffe.
This alcantara covered
circular footstool is deep
buttoned and has a sensuous
hand-made skirt made of
French double-satin ribbon
overlain with pink tinted lead
crystal and pearl beadwork.
Bespoke pieces by
commission.
Comes in a wide range of
colours and can incorporate
the client’s own fabrics.
Matching fringing for edging
curtains or sofas available by
the metre.

Bottom left:
Pink gold chain footstool.
This design incorporates pinkgold cobra chain to form a
unique fringe as set against
exquisite Lelivere silk damask.
The contrasting use of
materials gives this a
sculptural quality as never yet
seen before in home
furnishings.
A matching fringe by the
metre can be commissioned
and comes in a variety of
finishes.
Clients own fabrics can be
incorporated. Larger sizes
available.

Bottom right: Detail of pinkgold cobra chain finish.

Footstools and Fringing
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Above: Jet crystal footstool.
This romantically dark footstool comes alive with its deep
gleaming fringe created by its lead-crystal beads in faceted jet
pieces. Its unusual black duchesse-satin cushion is deepbuttoned and chicly crowns the wonderful fringe. Pieces by
commission come in a wide range of colours and sizes and
can incorporate the client’s own fabric.

Right: Ball-chain fringed circular bar stool.
This design exhibits a sensationally modern fringe composed
of a metal ball-chain interspersed with gleaming strands of
subtle tinted pieces of peridot and rose crystal and pearls.
When used against an exclusive Lelievre silk damask the
effect is stunningly sculptural and unique.
Fringes can be commissioned in any lengths by the metre.

Footstools and Fringing
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Above: Sateen gliding panels/curtaining.
Spina have developed these unique gliding panels in sections
composed of long French double-satin ribbon hand-made
fringes, detailed with gleaming lead crystal pieces.
The image shows a bronze on black design with bronzed silver
crystal detailing.
Used as a room divider or as a media room accessory to
conceal plasma televisions or bookcases, this really is the
ultimate luxury accessory. Wide collection of colours and crystal
available. Panels sizes 1 metre width by 2.6 metre drop.
Bespoke sizes available.

Left: Detail of Sateen ribbon panel with bronze silver crystal
detailing.

Sateen Gliding Panels – Curtaining
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Left: Crystal throw. The unimaginable
comes together in this carefully considered
use of soft materials threaded through
exclusive Swarovski crystal pieces, hand
threaded this is the most striking new
accessory for the home.

Bottom left: Pearl and ‘fur’ throw.
This teasingly soft ‘fur’ throw is detailed
with crystal pearls and fringed with a
matching chainette and crystal pearl fringe.
Backed by duchesse satin, this gorgeous
piece can be the ultimate decorative
talking point.

Bottom right:
Leatherette and crystal fringed throw.
Composed of a delicate almost
transparent fretwork, Spina’s unique handmade fringed throw incorporates
contemporary leatherette interspersed
with lead crystal faceted beads. Detailed
with strips of white ‘fur’ this superluxurious yet modern piece adds a cool
decadence to any room setting.

Throws and Final Touches
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